Progression Map
Children will access fiction, non fiction and poetry texts every half term. They will engage in a ‘Read and Discuss’ unit (once every half term) which will
allows pupils to be fully immersed into the class novel, allowing time for discussions and teaching a variety of skills throughout this unit.
Some of the skills mentioned in this map will be taught in lessons and evidenced in workbooks. Others will be taught through quality discussion, home reading
tasks and when reading 1:1 with children.

Year 1

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

-Speed sound chart
-Matching correct
sounds to graphemes
-Blending tricky
words
-Reading aloud
activities
-listen to and join in
with stories and
poems
- become very
familiar with key
stories, fairy stories
and traditional tales,
retelling them and
considering their
particular
characteristics
-recognising and
joining in with
predictable phrases
-Read books aloud at
their level

-Speed sound chart
-High frequency
words- quick read
-Matching correct
sounds to graphemes
-Reading tricky words
-Read books aloud at
their level
-re read texts that
don’t make sense
-listen to and join in
with stories and
poems
- discuss the
significance of the
title and events
-link what has been
read or heard to own
experiences
- Can discuss key
facts/ significant
events (retrieval)
-retell stories and
poems (story maps,
drawings and
sentences)

-Speed sound chart
-High frequency
words- quick read
-Blending words/
tricky words
-listen to and join in
with stories and
poems
-Answer how
questions (e.g. how is
the character feeling)
-Read books aloud at
their level
- re read texts that
don’t make sense
- discuss word
meanings, linking
new meanings to
those already known
- Can discuss key
facts/ significant
events (retrieval)

-Speed sound chart
-High frequency
words- quick read
-Blending words/
tricky words
-Matching correct
sounds to graphemes
-Answer how
questions
-Answer why
questions
(inferences)
-make inferences on
the basis of what is
being said and done
-retell and discuss
stories and poems
-Read books aloud at
their level
- Can discuss key
facts/ significant
events (retrieval)
-re read texts that
don’t make sense
- discuss the
significance of the
title and events

-Speed sound chart
-High frequency
words- quick read
-Blending words/
tricky words
-Read books aloud at
my level (project x)
-re read texts that
don’t make sense
-Answer how and
why questions
-Make predictions
-retell and discuss
stories and poems
-make inferences on
the basis of what is
being said and done
- Can discuss key
facts/ significant
events (retrieval)
- discuss word
meanings, linking
new meanings to
those already known

-Speed sound chart
-High frequency
words- quick read
-Blending words/
tricky words
-Read books aloud at
their level
-re read texts that
don’t make sense
-Answer how and
why questions
- Can discuss key
facts/ significant
events (retrieval)
-Make predictions
-retell and discuss
stories and poems
-make inferences on
the basis of what is
being said and done
- discuss word
meanings

Progression Map
Children will access fiction, non fiction and poetry texts every half term. They will engage in a ‘Read and Discuss’ unit (once every half term) which will
allows pupils to be fully immersed into the class novel, allowing time for discussions and teaching a variety of skills throughout this unit.
Some of the skills mentioned in this map will be taught in lessons and evidenced in workbooks. Others will be taught through quality discussion, home reading
tasks and when reading 1:1 with children.

Year 2

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

-speed sound chart
-high frequency words
(quick read)
-Read words with two
or more syllables by
blending
-alternative sounds for
graphemes
-reading aloud
unfamiliar words
-listen to a wide range
of poetry, stories and
non fiction
- participate in
discussion about books,
poems and other texts
that are read to me and
those I read myself
- can answer questions
about what I have read
(retrieval)
- retell a range of
stories, including
traditional tales
-Talk about/ write
about key events in
stories
-make inferences on
the basis of what is
being said or done

-speed sound chart
-high frequency words
(quick read)
-alternative sounds for
graphemes
-reading aloud
unfamiliar words
- can check that the text
makes/ correct
inaccurate reading
- can retrieve
information from text
-can discuss sequence
of events and how
items of information
are related
- participate in
discussion about books,
poems and other texts
-Make predictions on
the basis of what has
happened so far
-make inferences on
the basis of what is
being said or done
-discuss and clarify the
meanings of words,
linking new meanings
to known vocabulary

-speed sound chart
-alternative sounds for
graphemes
-high frequency words
(quick read)
-can check that the text
makes sense/ correct
inaccurate reading
-I can ask questions
about what I have read
-Making inferences on
the basis of what is
being said and done.
- can retrieve
information from text
-Make predictions
-discuss and clarify the
meanings of words,
linking new meanings
to known vocabulary
- discuss their favourite
words and phrases
-introduced to nonfiction books that are
structured in different
ways
-can discuss sequence
of events and how
items of information
are related

-speed sound chart
-alternative sounds for
graphemes
-high frequency words
(quick read)
- can check that the text
makes sense/ correct
inaccurate reading
- retell a range of
stories, including
traditional tales
-Practice test papers/
exposure to test style
questions to ensure
readiness for Year 2
SATs
- Revision of all skills
taught (retrieval,
inference, prediction,
summarising,
vocabulary, sequencing)

-speed sound chart
-alternative sounds for
graphemes
-high frequency words
(quick read)
- can check that the text
makes sense to me/
correct inaccurate
reading
- retell a range of
stories, including
traditional tales
- Revision of all skills
taught (retrieval,
inference, prediction,
summarising,
vocabulary sequencing)

-speed sound chart
-alternative sounds for
graphemes
-high frequency words
(quick read)
-can answer questions
about what I have read
-Making inferences
-Making predictions
-can discuss new
vocabulary
-can retell a range of
stories
-can sequence event
-can listen to and
discuss a wide range of
fiction, poetry and plays
-start to expose children
to more challenging
texts and higher level
inference and retrieval
questions.

Progression Map
Children will access fiction, non fiction and poetry texts every half term. They will engage in a ‘Read and Discuss’ unit (once every half term) which will
allows pupils to be fully immersed into the class novel, allowing time for discussions and teaching a variety of skills throughout this unit.
Some of the skills mentioned in this map will be taught in lessons and evidenced in workbooks. Others will be taught through quality discussion, home reading
tasks and when reading 1:1 with children.

Year 3

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

-speed sound chart
-alternative sounds for
graphemes
-high frequency words
(quick read)
- common exception
words (year 3/4)
-prefixes (un-, dis-, mis-,
super-)
-can self correct when
misreading words
-listen to and discuss a
range of fiction, poetry,
plays, and non-fiction
books or textbooks
-retrieve and record
information from non
fiction books
-can draw inferences
(inferring characters’
feelings, thought,
motives)
- increasing familiarity
with a wide range of
books and retelling
these

-speed sound chart
-alternative sounds for
graphemes
-high frequency words
(quick read)
- suffixes (-ation, -ly, ally)
- Understanding books
read independently
- check that the text
makes sense to me
-can retrieve and
record information
from fiction and non
fiction books
-can draw inferences
(inferring characters’
feelings, thought,
motives)
-can use a glossary to
help find meanings of
unfamiliar words
-can use content pages,
indexes to locate
information
-can use a dictionary to
check meaning of
words
-make predictions from
details stated or implied

-speed sound chart
-high frequency words
(quick read)
- common exception
words (year 3/4)
-can retrieve from
fiction and non fiction
texts
-can draw inferences
(inferring characters’
feelings and thought
from what they do)
-can read aloud and
perform poems and
plays, showing
understanding through
intonation, tone,
volume and action
-can discuss words and
phrases that capture
the reader’s interest
and imagination in
fiction and non fiction
- can read texts that are
structured in different
ways and reading for a
range of purposes
-can retell stories
-can discuss sequence
of events

-speed sound chart
-high frequency words
(quick read)
- common exception
words (year 3/4)
-prefixes and suffixes
-can ask questions to
improve my
understanding of a text
-can retrieve from
fiction and non fiction
texts
-can draw inferences
(inferring characters’
feelings, thoughts and
motives)
-can justify inferences
with evidence (giving a
point and backing it up
with carefully selected
evidence)
-make predictions from
details stated or implied
-can discuss words and
phrases that capture
the reader’s interest
and imagination in
fiction and non fiction

-speed sound chart
- common exception
words (year 3/4)
-prefixes and suffixes
-can use content pages,
indexes and glossary
-can retrieve key
information and draw
inferences
-can justify inferences
with evidence
-can listen to, discuss
and perform a wide
range of fiction, poetry
and plays
- can recognise some
different forms of
poetry (for example,
free verse, narrative
poetry)
- identify themes and
conventions in a wide
range of books
-can retell stories read
independently and as a
class
-can discuss language/
vocabulary in a text
-can discuss sequence
of events

-speed sound chart
- common exception
words (year 3/4)
-prefixes and suffixes
-can retrieve and draw
inferences
-can justify inferences
with evidence
-make predictions from
details stated or
implied)
-can listen to and
discuss a wide range of
fiction, poetry and plays
-can retell stories read
independently and as a
class
-can discuss language/
vocabulary in a text
-start to expose children
to more challenging
texts and higher level
inference and retrieval
questions

Progression Map
Children will access fiction, non fiction and poetry texts every half term. They will engage in a ‘Read and Discuss’ unit (once every half term) which will
allows pupils to be fully immersed into the class novel, allowing time for discussions and teaching a variety of skills throughout this unit.
Some of the skills mentioned in this map will be taught in lessons and evidenced in workbooks. Others will be taught through quality discussion, home reading
tasks and when reading 1:1 with children.

Year 4

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

-speed sound chart
-high frequency words
(quick read)
- common exception
words (year 3/4)
-can self correct when
misreading words
-listening to and discuss
a wide range of fiction,
poetry, plays, nonfiction and reference
books or textbooks
-retrieve and record
information from non
fiction books
-can use a dictionary to
check meaning of
words
- increasing their
familiarity with a wide
range of books,
including fairy stories,
myths and legends, and
retelling some of these
-can draw inferences
(inferring characters’
feelings, thought,
motives)
-can discuss sequence
of events

-speed sound chart
-high frequency words
(quick read)
-prefixes and suffixes
-understand what they
read and check that the
text makes sense to
them
-can retrieve and
record information
-can draw inferences
-can use contents pages
and indexes to locate
information
-can use a glossary to
help find meanings of
unfamiliar words
- discuss understanding
and explaining the
meaning of words in
context
-reading books that are
structured in different
ways and reading for a
range of purposes
(newspapers,
information books,
letters, magazines)
-make predictions from
details stated or implied

-speed sound chart
-high frequency words
(quick read)
- common exception
words (year 3/4)
-can retrieve from
fiction and non fiction
texts
-can draw inferences
--can justify inferences
with evidence (finding
evidence in text)
- listen to and discuss a
wide range of fiction,
poetry and plays to
read aloud and to
perform, showing
understanding through
intonation, tone,
volume and action
- identify themes and
conventions in a wide
range of books
-can discuss words and
phrases that capture
the reader’s interest
and imagination in
fiction and non fiction
-can discuss sequence
of events

-speed sound chart
-high frequency words
(quick read)
- common exception
words (year 3/4)
-prefixes and suffixes
-can retrieve from
fiction and non fiction
texts
-can draw inferences
-can justify inferences
with evidence (giving a
point and backing it up
with carefully selected
evidence)
-can ask questions to
improve my
understanding of a text
-make predictions from
details stated or implied
-identifying main ideas
drawn from more than
one paragraph and
summarising these
- discuss understanding
and explaining the
meaning of words in
context

-speed sound chart
- common exception
words (year 3/4)
-prefixes and suffixes
-can use content pages,
indexes and glossary
-can retrieve from
fiction and non fiction
texts
-can draw inferences
-can justify inferences
with evidence
-can listen to and
discuss a wide range of
fiction, poetry and plays
- can recognise some
different forms of
poetry (for example,
free verse, narrative
poetry)
- discuss understanding
and explaining the
meaning of words in
context
-identifying main ideas
drawn from more than
one paragraph and
summarising these
-can discuss sequence
of events

-speed sound chart
- common exception
words (year 3/4)
-prefixes and suffixes
-can retrieve from
fiction and non fiction
texts
-can use content pages,
indexes and glossary
-can draw inferences
and justify these with
evidence from the text
-make predictions from
details stated or
implied)
-can listen to and
discuss a wide range of
fiction, poetry and plays
- words in context
-make predictions from
details stated or implied
-identify main ideas and
summarise these
-start to expose children
to more challenging
texts and higher level
questions where
children provide further
justifications for their
inference

Progression Map
Children will access fiction, non fiction and poetry texts every half term. They will engage in a ‘Read and Discuss’ unit (once every half term) which will
allows pupils to be fully immersed into the class novel, allowing time for discussions and teaching a variety of skills throughout this unit.
Some of the skills mentioned in this map will be taught in lessons and evidenced in workbooks. Others will be taught through quality discussion, home reading
tasks and when reading 1:1 with children.

Year 5

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

-speed sound chart
-common exception
words (year 5/6)
-root words, prefixes
and suffixes
- Continue to read and
discuss an increasingly
wide range of fiction,
poetry, plays, nonfiction and reference
books or textbooks
- Read books that are
structured in different
ways and reading for a
range of purposes.
- Recommend books that
I have read to my peers,
giving reasons for their
choices
- Retrieve, record and
present information in a
variety of ways
- drawing inferences such
as inferring characters’
feelings, thoughts and
motives
- justifying inferences
with evidence (P.E.E)
- can discuss sequence of
events

-speed sound chart
- common exception
words (year 5/6)
-root words, prefixes
and suffixes
- learning a range of
poetry by heart
- asking questions to
improve their
understanding of a text
-Retrieve, record and
present information in a
variety of ways
- drawing inferences such
as inferring characters’
feelings, thoughts and
motives from their
actions, and justifying
inferences with
evidence
- justifying inferences
with evidence (P.E.E)
- making comparisons
within and across
books, identifying key
details that support the
main ideas
- exploring the meaning
of words in context

-speed sound chart
- common exception
words (year 5/6)
-root words, prefixes and
suffixes
- Recommend books that
I have read to my peers,
giving reasons for their
choices
- Retrieve and record
information from fiction
and non fiction texts.
- plays to read aloud and
to perform, showing
understanding through
intonation, tone and
volume so that the
meaning is clear to an
audience
- exploring the meaning
of words in context
- drawing inferences
and justifying them with
evidence (P.E.E)
- predicting what might
happen from details
stated and implied
- summarising the main
ideas drawn from more
than one paragraph

-speed sound chart
- common exception
words (year 5/6)
-root words, prefixes
and suffixes
-participate in
discussions about books
that are read to them
and those they can read
for themselves, building
on their own and
others’ ideas and
challenging views
courteously
-retrieve and record
- drawing inferences, and
justifying inferences
with evidence
- making comparisons
within and across
books, identifying key
details that support the
main ideas
- summarising the main
ideas drawn from more
than one paragraph
- can discuss sequence of
events

-speed sound chart
- common exception
words (year 5/6)
-root words, prefixes
and suffixes
-identifying and
discussing themes and
conventions in and
across a wide range of
writing
- preparing poems and
plays to read aloud and
to perform, showing
understanding through
intonation, tone and
volume
- Retrieve, record and
present information in a
variety of ways
Making inferences and
justifying them with
evidence
- learning a wider range
of poetry by heart
-words in context
-summarising main
ideas from a text
-making predictions
-can discuss sequence of
events

-speed sound chart
- common exception
words (year 5/6)
-root words, prefixes
and suffixes
- Retrieve and record
- Making inferences and
justifying them with
evidence
-words in context
-summarising main
ideas from a text
-making predictions
-participate in
discussions about books
and build on my own
and others’ ideas and
challenging views
courteously
-explain and discuss my
understanding of what
has been read,
including through
formal presentations
and debates
-start to expose children
to more challenging text
and test style questions
in readiness for Year 6.

Progression Map
Children will access fiction, non fiction and poetry texts every half term. They will engage in a ‘Read and Discuss’ unit (once every half term) which will
allows pupils to be fully immersed into the class novel, allowing time for discussions and teaching a variety of skills throughout this unit.
Some of the skills mentioned in this map will be taught in lessons and evidenced in workbooks. Others will be taught through quality discussion, home reading
tasks and when reading 1:1 with children.

Autumn 1
Year 6

Autumn 2

Spring 1

- common exception
- common exception
-retrieve, record and
words (year 5/6)
words (year 5/6)
present information
-root words, prefixes
-root words, prefixes
from non-fiction
and suffixes
and suffixes
-drawing inferences and
- continuing to read and - retrieve, record and
justifying inferences
discuss an increasingly
present information
with evidence
wide range of fiction,
from non-fiction
-discuss and evaluate
poetry, plays, non-drawing inferences and how authors use
fiction and reference
justifying inferences
language, including
books or textbooks
with evidence
figurative language,
-checking that the book -recommending books
considering the impact
makes sense to them,
that they have read to
on the reader
discussing their
their peers, giving
-provide reasoned
understanding and
reasons for their
justifications for their
exploring the meaning
choices
views.
of words in context
- making comparisons
-identifying how
within and across books language, structure and
- asking questions to
- predicting what might presentation contribute
improve their
happen from details
understanding
to meaning
stated and implied
-identifying and
- retrieve, record and
- summarising the main discussing themes and
present information
ideas drawn from more conventions in and
from non-fiction
across a wide range of
-drawing inferences and than one paragraph,
identifying
key
details
writing
justifying inferences
that
support
the
main
- predicting what might
with evidence
ideas
happen from details
- learning a wider range
distinguish
between
stated and implied
of poetry by heart
statements
of
fact
and
- predicting what might
opinion
happen from details
stated and implied

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

- Revision of all skills
(retrieval, inference,
prediction,
summarising, words in
context, language
choice, sequencing)
-Discuss and evaluate
how authors use
language, including
figurative language,
considering the impact
on the reader
-Provide reasoned
justifications for their
views (Focus on P.E.E
and how this can be
adapted for 2/3 mark
questions)
-Past SAT papers and indepth peer and self
marking

- Revision of all skills
(retrieval, inference,
prediction,
summarising, words in
context, language
choice, sequencing)
-Past SAT papers and indepth peer and self
marking
- continuing to read and
discuss an increasingly
wide range of fiction,
poetry, plays, nonfiction and reference
books or textbooks
-reading books that are
structured in different
ways and reading for a
range of purposes

-continuing to read and
discuss an increasingly
wide range of fiction,
poetry, plays, nonfiction and reference
books or textbooks
(Continuing to build on
all the skills learnt)
-preparing poems and
plays to read aloud and
to perform, showing
understanding through
intonation, tone and
volume so that the
meaning is clear to an
audience
-explain and discuss my
understanding of what
has been read,
including through
formal presentations
and debates
Focus on reading for
pleasure. Selecting
books/ texts that
interest the pupils.
Creating book reviews,
story maps etc.

